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Proceedings of the the [sic] National
Conference on Artificial Intelligence
Go ahead, be skeptical about big data. The author
was—at first. When the term “big data” first came on
the scene, bestselling author Tom Davenport
(Competing on Analytics, Analytics at Work) thought it
was just another example of technology hype. But his
research in the years that followed changed his mind.
Now, in clear, conversational language, Davenport
explains what big data means—and why everyone in
business needs to know about it. Big Data at Work
covers all the bases: what big data means from a
technical, consumer, and management perspective;
what its opportunities and costs are; where it can
have real business impact; and which aspects of this
hot topic have been oversold. This book will help you
understand: • Why big data is important to you and
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your organization • What technology you need to
manage it • How big data could change your job, your
company, and your industry • How to hire, rent, or
develop the kinds of people who make big data work
• The key success factors in implementing any big
data project • How big data is leading to a new
approach to managing analytics With dozens of
company examples, including UPS, GE, Amazon,
United Healthcare, Citigroup, and many others, this
book will help you seize all opportunities—from
improving decisions, products, and services to
strengthening customer relationships. It will show you
how to put big data to work in your own organization
so that you too can harness the power of this everevolving new resource.

Intelligent Tutoring Systems
Proceedings of the 18th Asia Pacific
Symposium on Intelligent and
Evolutionary Systems The field of Artificial Intelligence in Education has
continued to broaden and now includes research and
researchers from many areas of technology and social
science. This study opens opportunities for the crossfertilization of information and ideas from researchers
in the many fields that make up this interdisciplinary
research area, including artificial intelligence, other
areas of computer science, cognitive science,
education, learning sciences, educational technology,
psychology, philosophy, sociology, anthropology,
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linguistics, and the many domain-specific areas for
which Artificial Intelligence in Education systems have
been designed and built. An explicit goal is to appeal
to those researchers who share the perspective that
true progress in learning technology requires both
deep insight into technology and also deep insight
into learners, learning, and the context of learning.
The theme reflects this basic duality.

Artificial Intelligence in Education
This book contains a collection of the papers accepted
in the 18th Asia Pacific Symposium on Intelligent and
Evolutionary Systems (IES 2014), which was held in
Singapore from 10-12th November 2014. The papers
contained in this book demonstrate notable intelligent
systems with good analytical and/or empirical results.

Problems and solutions
COVERS THE NEW 2018 EXAM SAA-C01! This effective
study guide provides 100% coverage of every topic
on the AWS Certified Solutions Architect Associate
exam. Get complete coverage of all objectives
included on the February 2018 SAA-C01 exam from
this comprehensive resource. Written by an expert
AWS Solutions Architect and well-respected author,
this authoritative guide fully addresses the knowledge
and skills required for passing the AWS Certified
Solutions Architect Associate exam. You’ll find
learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter,
exam tips, practice exam questions, and in-depth
explanations. Designed to help you pass the exam
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with ease, this definitive volume also serves as an
essential on-the-job reference. Covers all exam
domains, including: •Design Resilient Architectures
•Define Performant Architectures •Specify Secure
Applications and Architectures •Design CostOptimized Architectures •Define Operationally
Excellent Architectures Digital content includes: •130
practice exam questions•Test engine that provides
practice exams or quizzes that can be customized by
chapter or exam objective

Official Google Cloud Certified
Professional Data Engineer Study Guide
Certified Information Systems Security Professional
(CISSP) is an independent information security
certification granted by the International Information
System Security Certification Consortium, also known
as (ISC)².The CISSP curriculum covers subject matter
in a variety of Information Security of 8 topics. The
CISSP examination is based on what (ISC)² terms the
Common Body of Knowledge (or CBK). According to
(ISC)², "the CISSP CBK is a taxonomy – a collection of
topics relevant to information security professionals
around the world. The CISSP CBK establishes a
common framework of information security terms and
principles that allow information security
professionals worldwide to discuss, debate and
resolve matters pertaining to the profession with a
common understanding Preparing for the Certified
Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP)
exam to become an CISSP Certified by (ISC)² ? Here
we have brought 700+ Exam Questions for you so
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that you can prepare well for this CISSP exam Unlike
other online simulation practice tests, you get an
eBook version that is easy to read & remember these
questions. You can simply rely on these questions for
successfully certifying this exam.

Artificial Intelligence Problems and Their
Solutions
Artificial Intelligence
Fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence introduces the
foundations of present day AI and provides coverage
to recent developments in AI such as Constraint
Satisfaction Problems, Adversarial Search and Game
Theory, Statistical Learning Theory, Automated
Planning, Intelligent Agents, Information Retrieval,
Natural Language & Speech Processing, and Machine
Vision. The book features a wealth of examples and
illustrations, and practical approaches along with the
theoretical concepts. It covers all major areas of AI in
the domain of recent developments. The book is
intended primarily for students who major in
computer science at undergraduate and graduate
level but will also be of interest as a foundation to
researchers in the area of AI.

Foundations of Computer Vision
Get Better Results with high quality content, exercise
sets, and step-by-step pedagogy! The
Miller/O'Neill/Hyde author team continues to offer an
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enlightened approach grounded in the fundamentals
of classroom experience in Intermediate Algebra 4e.
The text reflects the compassion and insight of its
experienced author team with features developed to
address the specific needs of developmental level
students. Throughout the text, the authors
communicate to students the very points their
instructors are likely to make during lecture, and this
helps to reinforce the concepts and provide
instruction that leads students to mastery and
success. Also included are Problem Recognition
Exercises, designed to help students recognize which
solution strategies are most appropriate for a given
exercise. These types of exercises, along with the
number of practice problems and group activities
available, permit instructors to choose from a wealth
of problems, allowing ample opportunity for students
to practice what they learn in lecture to hone their
skills. In this way, the book perfectly complements
any learning platform, whether traditional lecture or
distance-learning; its instruction is so reflective of
what comes from lecture, that students will feel as
comfortable outside of class as they do inside class
with their instructor.

A Structured Approach to Systems
Testing
The proceedings of the tenth annual CAIA include
technical sessions of a technology-related nature
(scheduling, neural nets and machine learning,
natural language, explanation, expert systems,
enabling technology, and diagnosis) as well as those
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with a focus on applications (CAD/VLSI, case-based
app

Developments in Artificial Intelligence
for Civil and Structural Engineering
E-Business Process Management:
Technologies and Solutions
This book lends insight into solving some well-known
AI problems using the most efficient methods by
humans and computers. The book discusses the
importance of developing critical-thinking methods
and skills, and develops a consistent approach toward
each problem: 1) a precise description of a wellknown AI problem coupled with an effective graphical
representation; 2) discussion of possible approaches
to solving each problem; 3) identifying and presenting
the best known human solution to each problem; 4)
evaluation and discussion of the Human Window
aspects for the best solution; 5) a playability site
where students can exercise the process of
developing their solutions, as well as “experiencing”
the best solution; 6) code or pseudo-code
implementing the solution algorithm, and 7) academic
references for each problem. Features: Addresses AI
problems well known to computer science and
mathematics students from a number of perspectives
Covers classic AI problems such as Twelve Coins, Red
Donkey, Cryptarithms, Rubik’s Cube,
Missionaries/Cannibals, Knight’s Tour, Monty Hall, and
more Includes a companion CD-ROM with source
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code, solutions, figures, and more Includes playability
sites where students can exercise the process of
developing their solutions Describes problem-solving
methods which may be applied to many problem
situations

Proceedings of the International Joint
Conference on Artificial Intelligence
Intermediate Algebra
Artificial Intelligence
Readings in Distributed Artificial Intelligence.

The Tenth Conference on Artificial
Intelligence for Applications
This book presents 91 papers reflecting the
experience of a large family of workers in the field of
parallel and distributed computing systems. It
explores fresh results and important methods and
tools. Among topics addressed are: architectures and
algorithms, parallel computing in non-numerical
processes, parallel computing in optimization, control
and signal/image processing, distributed computing
and control, neural computing, communication
networks, and engineering applications. Research
institutes and companies, as well as universities and
individual computer, control, systems, or
communications scientists and engineers should find
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this a valuable addition to their libraries.

Artificial Intelligence Abstracts
Aimed at researchers, professors, practitioners,
students and other computing professionals, this work
focuses in genetic algorithms, reasoning under
uncertainty, natural language processing, knowledge
based technology, and neural networks.

Artificial Intelligence in Medicine
Proceedings of the Annual National
Conference on Artificial Intelligence
The Web has revolutionized the way we seek
information on all aspects of education,
entertainment, business, health and so on. The Web
has evolved into a publishing medium, global
electronic market and increasingly, a platform for
conducting electronic commerce. A part of this
success can be attributed to the tremendous
advances made in the Artificial Intelligence field. The
popularity of the Web has opened many opportunities
to develop smart Web-based systems using artificial
intelligence techniques. There exist numerous Web
technology and applications that can benefit with the
application of artificial intelligence techniques. It is
not possible to cover them all in one book with a
required degree of quality, depth and width. We
present this book to discuss some important Web
developments by using artificial intelligence
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techniques in the areas of Web personalisation,
semantic Web and Web services. The primary readers
of this book are undergraduate/postgraduate
students, researchers and practitioners in information
technology and computer science related areas. The
success of this book is largely due to the collective
efforts of a great team consisting of authors and
reviewers. We are grateful to them for their vision and
wonderful support. The final quality of selected
papers reflects their efforts. Finally we would like to
thank the Queensland University of Technology,
Brisbane Australia and University of South Australia,
Adelaide Australia for providing us the resources and
time to undertake this task. We extend our sincere
thanks to Scientific Publishing Services Pvt. Ltd., for
the editorial support.

MCSE-003: Artificial Intelligence and
Knowledge Management
Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach offers the
most comprehensive, up-to-date introduction to the
theory and practice of artificial intelligence. Number
one in its field, this textbook is ideal for one or twosemester, undergraduate or graduate-level courses in
Artificial Intelligence.

Sun Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) Web
Component Developer Exam
You have more information at hand about your
business environment than ever before. But are you
using it to “out-think” your rivals? If not, you may be
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missing out on a potent competitive tool. In
Competing on Analytics: The New Science of Winning,
Thomas H. Davenport and Jeanne G. Harris argue that
the frontier for using data to make decisions has
shifted dramatically. Certain high-performing
enterprises are now building their competitive
strategies around data-driven insights that in turn
generate impressive business results. Their secret
weapon? Analytics: sophisticated quantitative and
statistical analysis and predictive modeling.
Exemplars of analytics are using new tools to identify
their most profitable customers and offer them the
right price, to accelerate product innovation, to
optimize supply chains, and to identify the true
drivers of financial performance. A wealth of
examples—from organizations as diverse as Amazon,
Barclay’s, Capital One, Harrah’s, Procter & Gamble,
Wachovia, and the Boston Red Sox—illuminate how to
leverage the power of analytics.

The Artificial intelligence compendium
Annotation The authoritative solution to passing the
310-080 exam! Alain Trottier is a well respected
authority in the Java community. Training Guidesare
the most effective self-study guides in the
marketplace, featuring exam tips, study strategies,
review exercises, case studies, practice exams,
ExamGear testing software, and more Each Training
Guideis subjected to rigorous technical review by a
team of industry experts, ensuring content is superior
in both coverage and technical accuracy. This
certification is for Sun Certified Programmers for Java
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2 Platform who are using servlet and JavaServer
Pages (JSP) APIs to develop Web applications using
the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE). The
certification consists of one exam and requires Sun
Certified Programmer for Java 2 Platform status.
Readers preparing for this exam find the Training
Guide series to be the most successful self-study tool
in the market. This book is their one-stop shop
because of its teaching methodology, the
accompanying ExamGear testing software, and
superior Web site support at
www.quepublishing.com/certification. Alain Trottieris
a Sun Certified Java Programmer and a Microsoft
Certified Solution Developer. He is the lead
technologist at Strategic Business Resources and an
adjunct Professor at Vanguard University. He has
been using, reading, and writing computer language
documentation for over a decade. He has co-authored
or contributed to Sun Certification Training Guide
(310-025, 310-027): Java 2 Programmer and
Developer Exams(Que, 078972765X, 06/02) and Java
2 Core Language Little Black Book(Coriolis,
158880271X, 03/02).

1997 IEEE International Conference on
Tools with Artificial Intelligence
"This book explores the issues of supply chain
management with new perspective providing
examples of integrated framework for global SCM,
novel ways of improving flexibility, responsiveness,
and competitiveness via strategic IT alliances among
channel members in a supply chain network, and
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techniques that might facilitate improved strategic
decision making in a SCM environment"--Provided by
publisher.

Big Data at Work
Reinforcement learning is a learning paradigm
concerned with learning to control a system so as to
maximize a numerical performance measure that
expresses a long-term objective. What distinguishes
reinforcement learning from supervised learning is
that only partial feedback is given to the learner
about the learner's predictions. Further, the
predictions may have long term effects through
influencing the future state of the controlled system.
Thus, time plays a special role. The goal in
reinforcement learning is to develop efficient learning
algorithms, as well as to understand the algorithms'
merits and limitations. Reinforcement learning is of
great interest because of the large number of
practical applications that it can be used to address,
ranging from problems in artificial intelligence to
operations research or control engineering. In this
book, we focus on those algorithms of reinforcement
learning that build on the powerful theory of dynamic
programming.We give a fairly comprehensive catalog
of learning problems, describe the core ideas, note a
large number of state of the art algorithms, followed
by the discussion of their theoretical properties and
limitations.

AWS Certified Solutions Architect
Associate All-in-One Exam Guide (Exam
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SAA-C01)
This book is useful for IGNOU MCA students. A perusal
of past questions papers gives an idea of the type of
questions asked, the paper pattern and so on, it is for
this benefit, we provide these IGNOU MCSE-003:
Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge Management
Notes. Students are advised to refer these solutions in
conjunction with their reference books. It will help you
to improve your exam preparations. This book covers
Concept of intelligence, Artificial intelligence,
definition turning test, areas of application. Search
techniques, state space, Production rules, problem
characteristics, production system characteristic,
depth first, breadth first search methods and their
analysis, Heuristic search method, generate and test,
hill climbing, best first method, graph search, AND OR
search methods, constraint satisfaction, backtracking.
Introduction to list and string processing and dynamic
databases concept of knowledge, characteristics and
representation schemes, Logic, prepositional and
predicate calculus, resolution, semantics nets, frames,
conceptual dependency, scripts Monotonic reasoning,
logical reasoning induction, natural deduction.
Nonmonotonic reasoning – default reasoning
minimalist reasoning, statistical reasoning –Baye‘s
theorem, certainty factors, dempster shafer theory,
Fuzzy logic. Concept of expert system, need for an
expert system, Component and categories of an
expert system, need for an expert system, Stages in
the development of an expert system. Published by
MeetCoogle
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Artificial Intelligence
This book introduces the fundamentals of computer
vision (CV), with a focus on extracting useful
information from digital images and videos. Including
a wealth of methods used in detecting and classifying
image objects and their shapes, it is the first book to
apply a trio of tools (computational geometry,
topology and algorithms) in solving CV problems,
shape tracking in image object recognition and
detecting the repetition of shapes in single images
and video frames. Computational geometry provides
a visualization of topological structures such as
neighborhoods of points embedded in images, while
image topology supplies us with structures useful in
the analysis and classification of image regions.
Algorithms provide a practical, step-by-step means of
viewing image structures. The implementations of CV
methods in Matlab and Mathematica, classification of
chapter problems with the symbols (easily solved)
and (challenging) and its extensive glossary of key
words, examples and connections with the fabric of
CV make the book an invaluable resource for
advanced undergraduate and first year graduate
students in Engineering, Computer Science or Applied
Mathematics. It offers insights into the design of CV
experiments, inclusion of image processing methods
in CV projects, as well as the reconstruction and
interpretation of recorded natural scenes.

Artificial Intelligence in Education
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AWS Certified Solutions Architect
Associate All-in-One Exam Guide, Second
Edition (Exam SAA-C02)
The papers in this volume are the referred
Applications papers presented at ES 2002, the Twentysecond SGES international Conference on Knowledge
Based Systems and Applied Artificial Intelligence, to
be held in Cambridge during December 2002. The
Application stream is the largest annual showcase in
Europe of real applications using AI technology.
Papers presented in this volume describe the
application of AI to address real-world problems,
including commerce, manufacturing and defence and
every major AI technique; and highlight critical areas
of success (and failure) and present the benefits and
lessons of value to other developers. This is the tenth
volume in the Applications and Innovations in
Intelligent Systems series. The series serves as a key
reference as to how AI technology has enabled
organisations to solve complex problems and gain
significant business benefits. The Technical Stream
papers are published as a companion volume under
the title Research and Development in Intelligent
Systems XIX.

Readings in Distributed Artificial
Intelligence
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
8th International Conference on Intelligent Tutoring
Systems, ITS 2006, held in Jhongli, Taiwan, June 2006.
The book presents 67 revised full papers and 40
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poster papers, together with abstracts of 6 keynote
talks, organized in topical sections on assessment,
authoring tools, bayesian reasoning and decisiontheoretic approaches, case-based and analogical
reasoning, cognitive models, collaborative learning, elearning and web-based intelligent tutoring systems,
and more.

Competing on Analytics
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
10th Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Medicine
in Europe, AIME 2005, held in Aberdeen, UK in July
2005. The 35 revised full papers and 34 revised short
papers presented together with 2 invited
contributions were carefully reviewed and selected
from 148 submissions. The papers are organized in
topical sections on temporal representation and
reasoning, decision support systems, clinical
guidelines and protocols, ontology and terminology,
case-based reasoning, signal interpretation, visual
mining, computer vision and imaging, knowledge
management, machine learning, knowledge
discovery, and data mining.

Artificial Intelligence Applications in
Materials Science
This up-to-date study guide offers 100% coverage of
every objective for the current version of the AWS
Certified Solutions Architect Professional exam Get
complete coverage of all objectives included on the
SAA-C02 exam from this comprehensive resource.
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Written by an expert AWS Solutions Architect and wellrespected author, this authoritative guide fully
addresses the knowledge and skills required for
passing the AWS Certified Solutions Architect –
Associate exam. You’ll find learning objectives at the
beginning of each chapter, exam tips, practice exam
questions, and in-depth explanations. You’ll also build
your practical knowledge with the many hands-on
labs found throughout this guide. Designed to help
you pass the exam with ease, this definitive volume
also serves as an essential on-the-job reference.
Covers all exam domains, including: Design Resilient
Architectures Design High-Performing Architectures
Design Secure Applications and Architectures Design
Cost-Optimized Architectures Online content includes:
130 practice exam questions Test engine that
provides practice exams or quizzes that can be
customized by chapter or exam objective

Evolution of the Web in Artificial
Intelligence Environments
Practice and Theory of Automated
Timetabling
Applications and Innovations in
Intelligent Systems X
This edited book contains articles accepted for
presentation during The Intelligent Information
Processing and Web Mining Conference IIS:IIP WM¿04
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held in Zakopane, Poland, on May 17-20, 2004.
Considerable attention is devoted to the newest
developments in the area of Artificial Intelligence with
special calls for contributions on Web mining. This
book will be a valuable source for further research in
the fields of data mining, intelligent information
processing, machine learning, computational
linguistics, or natural language processing for search
engines.

CISSP (ISC) 2 Certified Information
Systems Security Professional Exam
Practice Questions & Dumps
Includes a selection of papers that were presented at
the Fourth International Conference on the
Application of Artificial Intelligence to Civil and
Structural Engineering, which was held at Cambridge,
England, from 28-30 August 1995.

Algorithms for Reinforcement Learning
Get certified as an Azure architect by acing the
70-535 Architecting Microsoft Solutions (70-535)
exam using this comprehensive guide with full
coverage of the exam objectives Key Features Learn
to successfully design and architect powerful
solutions on the Azure Cloud platform Enhance your
skills with mock tests and practice questions A
detailed certification guide that will help you ace the
70-535 exam with confidence Book Description
Architecting Microsoft Azure Solutions: Exam Guide
70-535 will get Azure architects and developers up-toPage 20/26
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date with the latest updates on Azure from an
architecture and design perspective. The book
includes all the topics that are still relevant from the
previous 70-534 exam, and is updated with latest
topics covered, including Artificial Intelligence, IoT,
and architecture styles. This exam guide is divided
into six parts, where the first part will give you a good
understanding of how to design a compute
infrastructure. It also dives into designing networking
and data implementations. You will learn about
designing solutions for Platform Service and
operations. Next, you will be able to secure your
resources and data, as well as design a mechanism
for governance and policies. You will also understand
the objective of designing solutions for Platform
Services, by covering Artificial Intelligence, IoT, media
services, and messaging solution concepts. Finally,
you will cover the designing for operations objective.
This objective covers application and platform
monitoring, as well as designing alerting strategies
and operations automation strategies. By the end of
the book, you’ll have met all of the exam objectives,
and will have all the information you need to ace the
70-535 exam. You will also have become an expert in
designing solutions on Microsoft Azure. What you will
learn Use Azure Virtual Machines to design effective
VM deployments Implement architecture styles, like
serverless computing and microservices Secure your
data using different security features and design
effective security strategies Design Azure storage
solutions using various storage features Create
identity management solutions for your applications
and resources Architect state-of-the-art solutions
using Artificial Intelligence, IoT, and Azure Media
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Services Use different automation solutions that are
incorporated in the Azure platform Who this book is
for This book is for architects and experienced
developers, who are gearing up for the 70-535 exam.
Technical architects interested in learning more about
designing Cloud solutions will also find this book
useful.

Intelligent Information Processing and
Web Mining
The proven Study Guide that prepares you for this
new Google Cloud exam The Google Cloud Certified
Professional Data Engineer Study Guide, provides
everything you need to prepare for this important
exam and master the skills necessary to land that
coveted Google Cloud Professional Data Engineer
certification. Beginning with a pre-book assessment
quiz to evaluate what you know before you begin,
each chapter features exam objectives and review
questions, plus the online learning environment
includes additional complete practice tests. Written
by Dan Sullivan, a popular and experienced online
course author for machine learning, big data, and
Cloud topics, Google Cloud Certified Professional Data
Engineer Study Guide is your ace in the hole for
deploying and managing analytics and machine
learning applications. • Build and operationalize
storage systems, pipelines, and compute
infrastructure • Understand machine learning models
and learn how to select pre-built models • Monitor
and troubleshoot machine learning models • Design
analytics and machine learning applications that are
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secure, scalable, and highly available. This exam
guide is designed to help you develop an in depth
understanding of data engineering and machine
learning on Google Cloud Platform.

Architecting Microsoft Azure Solutions –
Exam Guide 70-535
The nature of technology has changed since Artificial
Intelligence in Education (AIED) was conceptualised
as a research community and Interactive Learning
Environments were initially developed. Technology is
smaller, more mobile, networked, pervasive and often
ubiquitous as well as being provided by the standard
desktop PC. This creates the potential for technology
supported learning wherever and whenever learners
need and want it. However, in order to take
advantage of this potential for greater flexibility we
need to understand and model learners and the
contexts with which they interact in a manner that
enables us to design, deploy and evaluate technology
to most effectively support learning across multiple
locations, subjects and times. The AIED community
has much to contribute to this endeavour. This
publication contains papers, posters and tutorials
from the 2007 Artificial Intelligence in Education
conference in Los Angeles, CA, USA.

Parallel and Distributed Computing in
Engineering Systems
Fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence
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Definition, What is A.I? Foundation of A.I., History,
Intelligent Agents, Agent architecture, A. I. Application
(E Commerce & Medicine), A. I. Representation,
Properties of internal representation, Future of A.I.,
Production System, Issue in design of search
programsLogic ProgrammingIntroduction, Logic, Logic
Programming, Forward and Backward resoning,
Forward and Backward chaining rules.Heuristic Search
TechniquesHeuristic search , Hill Climbing, Best first
search, mean and end analysis, constraint
Satisfaction, A* and AO* Algorithm.Game
PlayingMinimax search procedure, Alpha-beta cutoffs,
Waiting for quiescence, Secondary searcKnowledge
RepresentationBasic of knowledge representation,
knowledge representation paradigms, Propositional
logic, Inference Rules in Propositional logic,
Knowledge representation using Predicate logic :
Predicate calculus, Predicate and arguments, ISA
hierarchy, Frame notation, Resolution, Natural
deduction.Knowledge Representation using Non
Montionic LogicTMS ( Truth Maintenance System ),
Statistical and probabilistic reasoning Fuzzy- Logic
,Structure knowledge representation, Semantic-net,
Frames, Conceptual dependency, Script.LearningWhat
is Learning? Types of Learning (Rote, Direct
instruction analogy, Induction,
Deduction)PlanningBlock world, Strips,
Implementation using goal stack, Non linear planning
with goal stacks, Hierarichial planning, least
commitment strategy.Advance AI TopicsNatural
Language ProcessingIntroduction, Steps in NLP,
Syntactic Processing, ATN, RTN, Semantic analysis,
Discourse & Pragmatic
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processing.PereceptionPerception , Action, Robot
Architecture.Neural NetworksIntroduction to neural
networks and perception-qualitative analysis, Neural
net architecture and applications.Expert
systemUtilization and functionality, Architecture of
expert system, Knowledge representation, Two case
studies on expert systems.
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